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INTRODUCTION
Let A be a -algebra of a set  with a probability measure . Given a
sequence Ann2N of -subalgebras of A, it is a natural problem to establish
conditions under which the conditional expectations Lp-converge. Some
well-known partial answers are:
Theorem 1 (Martingales). If Ann2N is monotone increasing, that is,
An  AnC1 for any n 2 N, then
Ef An L
pA!E

f
 1_
nD1
An

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for every f 2 LpA, 1  p < 1, where W1nD1 An stands for the minimum
-algebra that contains
S1
nD1 An. (Or if Ann2N is monotone decreasing, i.e.,
An  AnC1, then
Ef An L
pA!E

f
 1\
nD1
An

:
Theorem 2 (Fetter [4]). If Ann2N is such that A D A where A DT1
mD1
W1
nDm An and A D
W1
mD1
T1
nDm An; then
Ef An L
pA!Ef A
for every f 2 LpA, 1  p <1 (see [1, 4]).
Theorem 3 (Boylan [2]; Equiconvergence). Let Ann2N be a Cauchy
sequence on the space of -subalgebras with the Hausdorff metric, that is,
dAn;Am D sup
A2An

inf
B2Am
A4B

C sup
B2Am

inf
A2An
A4B

;
where A4B D A − B [ B − A. There is a -subalgebra D such that
limn!1 dAn;D D 0 and
Ef An L
pA!Ef D
for every f 2 LpA, 1  p <1 (see [2, 3]).
None of the conditions of these theorems is necessary (see the examples
of Section 4). As we will see, it is possible to have Lp-convergence without
satisfying any of the hypotheses of the above theorems. Notice that the
hypotheses of Theorem 2 are weaker than those of Theorem 1, whereas
Examples 4.1 and 4.2 show that the conditions of Theorem 3 are neither
weaker nor stronger than those of Theorem 2.
To state our result, it will be convenient to introduce the following defi-
nitions.
Definition 1. We shall say that a sequence Ann2N of -subalgebras
-approaches a -subalgebra D An !D if for each D 2 D there are
An 2 An such that limn!1 An4D D 0:
Notice that Definition 1 differs from the Hausdorff metric since we do
not require the elements of An to be approached by elements of D.
Definition 2. We define the orthogonal conditional expectation as the
identity minus the conditional expectation. That is, if D is a -subalgebra
and f 2 LpA, then the orthogonal conditional expectation is
E?Df  D f − Ef D:
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Definition 3. We shall say that a sequence Ann2N orthogonally ap-
proaches a -subalgebra D An ?!D if for every sequence An 2 Ann2N
the orthogonal conditional expectation induced by D of the characteristic
(indicator) function of An converges weakly to 0. E?DAn
w! 0:
Definition 4. If Ann2N and D fulfill Definitions 1 and 3, we say that
Ann2N ?-approaches D An ?!D:
We now state the main result of this paper.
Proposition 1. Let Ann2N be such that there is a -subalgebra A1 with
the property that An
!A1 and An ?!A1. Then and only then
Ef An L
pA!Ef A1
for every f 2 LpA, 1  p <1:
We will also show that for a given sequence Ann2N there is a maximum
-subalgebra A such that An
!A and a minimum -subalgebra A? such
that An
?!A?: Furthermore, we will have the inclusions
A  A  A?  A:
Proposition 1 tells us that we will have Lp-convergence if and only if
A D A?. The results obtained by Boylan and Fetter, and hence the Lp-
cases of the martingale therorems, follow from this proposition.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we will discuss the -
approach criterion and some of its properties. In Section 2 we will do the
same with the ?-approach criterion and show analogous results. Section 3
is devoted to proving the above proposition. Finally, in Section 4, we give
some examples.
We will consider only complete -subalgebras, since the conditional ex-
pectations of a random variable with respect to a -subalgebra and its
completion are a.e. the same.
1. -CONDITION
Let A be a -algebra of a set  with probability measure .
Definition 1.1. We will say that the sequence Ann2N -approaches a
-subalgebra D (denoted as An
!D) if for each D 2 D there are An 2 An
such that limn!1 An4D D 0:
Given a sequence Ann2N there can be many -subalgebras such that
the sequence -approaches them. As a matter of fact, every sequence
-approaches Z;. We will be interested in the maximum of such -
subalgebras.
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Definition 1.2. Let Ann2N be a sequence of -subalgebras. Define
A as
A D
n
A 2 A9An 2 An; lim
n!1An4A D 0
o
:
As shown in the Appendix, A is a complete -subalgebra. From the
above definitions it follows that any -subalgebra D, such that An
!D, is
contained in A. On the other hand, from Definition 1.1 we have that any
-subalgebra D  A has the property that Ann2N -approaches D. Thus
A is the maximum.
Lemma 1.1. Let D be a -subalgebra. Then
An
!D, D  A:
The next lemma will show that A is always between A and A.
Lemma 1.2. Let A D W1mD1T1nDm An, A D T1mD1W1nDm An; and A as in
Definition 1.2. Then
A  A  A:
Proof. Let A 2 S1mD1T1nDm An. Taking An D A for n  m, m big
enough so that A 2 An, it is easily seen that
S1
mD1
T1
nDm An  A and thus
that A  A.
Let B 2 A. By Definition 1.2 there exists An 2 An such that
limn!1 An4B D 0. Choose a subsequence Bk D Ank such that
Bk4B < 1=k2: Define the monotone decreasing sequence CN DS
kN Bk, and let D D
T1
ND1 CN . Since CN is a decreasing sequence and
for any M and N such that M  N , CN 2
W1
nDM An, D 2
W1
nDM An. Hence
D 2 A: On the other hand, by the inequality (1) (shown in the Appendix)
D4B D DnB C BnD
D lim
N!1
CN4B  lim
N!1
X
kN
Bk4B D 0:
Thus, since by hypothesis A is complete, B 2 A:
As a corollary, we obtain that if Ann2N is monotone then An !A D
A D A. The same result holds if An2N satisfies Fetter’s condition.
We will now show that if Ann2N -approaches D and we restrict our-
selves to functions f in LpD, the conditional expectations Lp-converge.
We will also show that the converse is also true.
Lemma 1.3. Let Ann2N be a sequence of -subalgebras and D a -
subalgebra. Ann2N -approaches D if and only if for each f 2 LpD we
have that Ef An L
pA!Ef D D f :
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The proof of Lemma 1.3 is divided into three steps.
Step 1. Let An be a sequence such that An !D, and for D 2 D let
D be the characteristic (indicator) function. We claim that
EDAn L
pA!EDD D D
for 1  p <1:
Proof. Consider first the case p D 2: Using that the conditional expec-
tation on L2 is self-adjoint and idempotent, we have that
EDAn − D2L2 D
Z
EDAn2 − 2EDAnD C D2 d
D
Z
DEDAn − 2EDAnD C D d
D
Z
−DEDAn C D d:
By hypothesis, there are An 2 An such that An 4D ! 0: Using self-
adjointness again, the fact that EAn An D An; and that EDAn1 
1, we have
EDAn − D2L2 D
Z
AnEDAn − DEDAn
− AnEDAn C D d
D
Z
An − DEDAn C D − AnD d

Z
An − D C D − An d
D 2An4D ! 0:
We need to extend this result to 1  p <1. If 2 < p <1,
EDAn − DpLp 
Z
EDAn − D2EDAn − Dp−2 d
 2p−2
Z
EDAn − D2 d
 2p−1An4D ! 0:
Also for 1  p < 2 we have
EDAn − DLp  EDAn − DL2 ! 0:
Step 2. Let Ann2N be a sequence such that An !D, and f 2 LpD:
Then
Ef An L
pA!Ef D D f
for 1  p <1:
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Proof. If  is a D-simple function, that is,  DPMiD1 aiDi with Di 2 D;
then, by Step 1,
E An L
pA!E D D  :
If f 2 LpD and  m  LpD is a sequence of simple functions such
that  m
LpD! f; then
Ef An − fLp  Ef An − E N AnLp
C E N An −  NLp C  N − fLp
 2 N − fLp C E N An −  NLp;
where we have used the inequality Ef AnLp  fLp . We then have
lim
n!1Ef An − fLp  2 N − fLp:
Since  N can be as close to f as needed,
lim
n!1Ef An − fLp D 0:
Step 3. Let the -subalgebras Ann2N and D be such that for each
D 2 D we have EDAn L
pA!EDD D D, for some p, 1  p <1.
Then there exists An 2 An such that limn!1 An4D D 0.
Proof. For D 2 D, define An D EDAn > 1=2. As An4D D
An \Dc C Acn \D, and since An and Acn are in An, we have
1
2An4D D 12
Z
AnDc dC 12
Z
AcnD d

Z
AnDc EDAndC
Z
AcnD1− EDAnd
D
Z
AnDc EDAn − Dd
C
Z
AcnDEDAn − Dd:
Since Dc and D are less than or equal to 1,
1
2An4D 
Z
An EDAn − DdC
Z
Acn EDAn − Dd
D
Z
EDAn − Dd:
The assertion follows since by hypothesis limn!1
R EDAn −
Dd D 0:
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The next lemma shows that Ann2N -approaches A if and only if the
conditional expectations Ef An converge in Lp to Ef A for every f 2
LpA:
Lemma 1.4. A sequence Ann2N of -subalgebras -approaches A DT1
mD1
W1
nDm An if and only if
Ef An L
pA!Ef A
for every f 2 LpA, 1  p <1:
This lemma either can be proven using Lemma 1.3 and the martingale
theorem (see [3]), or can be seen as a corollary of Proposition 3.2. Notice,
as we will see in Example 4.3, that it is possible to have Lp-convergence
without A being the -subalgebra limit. Furthermore, it is also clear that
Fetter’s theorem can be obtained as a corollary of Lemma 1.4.
2. ?-CONDITION
In this section we shall introduce the concept of orthogonal conditional
expectation and a related criterion of convergence of sequences of -
subalgebras (see Definition 2.1). Let D be a -subalgebra. The orthogo-
nal conditional expectation induced by D is the operator E?D defined on
LpA and acting as E?D D Id− ED, where Id is the identity and ED is the
conditional expectation induced by D. The name arises since, for p D 2,
E?D is the orthogonal projection E
?
Dx L2A ! L2D?. Notice that, given
a -subalgebra D, it is not possible to have a -subalgebra F such that
L2D? D L2F ; since a constant function would be in L2D and in
L2F . Recall that since the conditional expectation of a random variable
with respect to a -subalgebra and its completion are a.e. the same, we will
always consider complete -subalgebras.
Definition 2.1. Let Ann2N be a sequence of -subalgebras. We shall
say that the sequence approaches orthogonally to D An ?!D if for all
sequences Ann2N; where An 2 An; the orthogonal conditional expecta-
tion restricted to D of the characteristic functions of An converges L2-
weakly to 0, E?DAn
w! 0:
Given a sequence Ann2N, there can be many -subalgebras where
Ann2N orthogonally approaches them. For example, any sequence ?-
approaches the -algebra A. We will be interested in the minimum of such
-subalgebras.
Definition 2.2. Let Ann2N be a sequence of -subalgebras and let W
be the set of elements g in L2A such that there is a subsequence Ank
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of An with the property that there are Ank 2 Ank with Ank
w! g:
W D g 2 L2A 9Ank 2 Ank; with Ank w! g}:
Define A? to be the minimum complete -subalgebra with the property
that, for all g 2 W , g is A?-measurable.
Lemma 2.1. Let D be a -subalgebra. Then
An
?!D, A?  D:
Proof. ) Let g 2 W and Ank 2 Ank such that Ank
w! g. Since
An
?!D, for all h 2 L2A we haveZ
hEgDd D
Z
EhDg d D lim
k!1
Z
EhDAnk d
D lim
k!1
Z
hEAnk Dd
D lim
k!1
Z
hEAnk D − Ank dC
Z
hAnk
d

D lim
k!1
Z
hAnk
d D
Z
hg d:
Therefore g is equal almost everywhere to EgD and so g is D-
measurable. We have then established that W  D. Since A? is the
minimum -subalgebra such that W  A?, we have that A?  D.
( Assume A?  D and suppose that An does not ?-approach D. Then
there is a sequence An, with An 2 An; such that E?DAn w9 0. Thus
there is a g 2 L2A such that R gE?DAnd90, and hence an  > 0 and
a subsequence Ank such that 
R
gE?DAnk d >  for all k. Since the
subsequence Ank is L
2-bounded, it has a subsequence, which we will also
denote by Ank , that converges weakly to an h 2 L
2A. Thus h 2 W and is
A?-measurable. Since by hypothesis A?  D, h is D-measurable. We then
have
lim
k!1
Z
gE?DAnk Dd D limk!1
Z
gAnk
− gEAnk Dd
D lim
k!1
Z
gAnk
− EgDAnk d
D
Z
gh− EgDhd D
Z
gh− gEhDd
D
Z
gh− ghd D 0:
So An
?!D:
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The next lemma will show that A? is always between A and A:
Lemma 2.2. Let A D W1mD1T1nDm An; A D T1mD1W1nDm An; and A? as in
Definition 2.2. Then
A  A?  A:
Proof. Let A 2 T1nDm An. It is easy to see, taking An D A for n  m,
that A 2 W . Since this implies that A is A?-measurable, we have thatT1
nDm An  A? for all m. Thus
S1
mD1
T1
nDm An  A?, and since A? is a
-subalgebra, A D W1mD1T1nDN An  A?.
We will now prove that A?  A: By Lemma 2.1, it is enough to
prove that An
?!A: Assume that this is not true, that is, that there are
An 2 An such that EAn A w9 0. Hence there is a g 2 L2A such thatR
gE?
A
And90. But the sequence An is bounded, so An has a subse-
quence Ank that converges weakly to an element h 2 L
2A: Since each
Ank
is
W1
rDm Ar-measurable if nk  m, h is
W1
rDm Ar-measurable for all m,
and hence h is A-measurable. Thus
lim
k!1
Z
gAnk − EAnk Ad D limk!1
Z
E?
A
gAnk d
D
Z
E?
A
ghd D
Z
gE?
A
hd D 0:
So An
?!A, completing the proof.
As a corollary we obtain that if Ann2N satisfies the Fetter condition
(or, as a particular case, if it is monotone increasing or decreasing) then
An
?!A D A? D A:
If Ann2N?-approaches D and we restrict ourselves to functions in
LpD?, then the conditional expectations Lp-converge to 0. To prove
this assertion, we will need to establish that in Definition 2.1 we can use
An-measurable functions instead of the indicator functions on An. That is,
Lemma 2.3. Let Ann2N be such that An ?!D. Then E?DEf An w!0
for all f 2 L2A:
Indeed, once we have proved it, we would have
Lemma 2.4. If An
?!D and f 2 LpD? with 1  p < 1, then
Ef An L
pA! 0:
Proof. Assume first that p D 2 and let f 2 L2D?, that is, E?Df  D f .
Since An
?!D then, by Lemma 2.3, E?DEf An w! 0. Thus
Ef An2 D Ef An; Ef An D f; Ef An
D E?Df ; Ef An D f; E?DEf An ! 0:
Using a density argument, we can establish the lemma for p 6D 2.
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This result leads us to the following lemma, although we will skip its
proof since it will become a corollary of Proposition 2.1.
Lemma 2.5. A sequence Ann2N of -subalgebras ?-approaches A DW1
mD1
T1
nDm An if and only if
Ef An L
pAn!Ef A
for every f 2 LpA, 1  p <1:
Proof of Lemma 2:3. Let f 2 L2A be such that 0  f  1: For N 2 N,
define An;k D k− 1=N  Ef An < k=N where 1  k  N C 1, and
gn;N D
X
1kNC1
k− 1
N
An;k :
Since, for a given n, the An;k’s are disjoint and their union is , Ef An DP
1kNC1 Ef AnAn;k .
gn;N − Ef An22 D
∥∥∥∥X
k

k− 1
N
− Ef An

An;k
∥∥∥∥2
2
DX
k
∥∥∥∥k− 1N − Ef An

An;k
∥∥∥∥2
2
X
k
∥∥∥∥k− 1N − kN

An;k
∥∥∥∥2
2
DX
k
∥∥∥∥ 1NAn;k
∥∥∥∥2
2
DX
k
1
N2
An;k D
1
N2
:
Let h 2 L2A, h2 D 1. Since gn;N is a simple function, by hypothesis
E?Dgn;N
w! 0 as n!1. We have then
lim
n!1h;E
?
DEf An
 lim
n!1h;E
?
DEf An − gn;N C h;E?Dgn;N
 lim
n!1E
?
Dh2Ef An − gn;N2 
1
N
:
Therefore, as N was arbitrary, E?DEf An w! 0 for 0  f  1.
This result will also hold for f 2 L1A. To prove this, we only need to
apply the above result to the function Qf D f C f1=2f1. Indeed, as
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E?D1 D 0, we have
E?DEf An D 2f1E?D

Ef An C f1
2f1

D 2f1E?D

E

f C f1
2f1
An

w! 0:
Finally, for f 2 L2A and  > 0, there exists f 0 2 L1A such that f −
f 02 < . Therefore, for any g 2 L2A with g2 D 1, we have
lim
n!1g;E
?
DEf An
 lim
n!1g;E
?
DEf − f 0An C g;E?DEf 0An
 lim
n!1g2E
?
DEf − f 0An2  limn!1f − f
02 < :
3. ?-CONDITION
Up to now we have not established any relationship between A and
A?. A slight improvement of Lemmas 1.2 and 2.2 assures us that A 
A  A?  A. Recall that we are considering only complete -subalgebras.
Indeed, if A 2 A, by definition there is a sequence An with An 2 An
such that
0 D lim
n!1An4A D limn!1An4A1
D lim
n!1An4A
2
2 D limn!1An − A
2
2:
In particular, An
L2−w!A and therefore A 2 W . Thus A is A?-
measurable and so A 2 A?.
Proposition 3.1. If A is as in Definition 1.1 and A? as in Definition 2.2,
then
A  A  A?  A:
In Proposition 3.3 we will prove that the cases in which A D A? corre-
spond exactly to those in which we have Lp-convergence of the conditional
expectations.
Definition 3.1. We will say that a sequence Ann2N ?-approaches
D An ?!D if Ann2N -approaches D An !D and Ann2N ?-
approaches D An ?!D:
Notice that, as a corollary of Lemmas 1.1 and 2.1, if A D A?,
An
?!A D A?. On the other hand, if An ?!D, A?  D  A and
hence A D A? D D. We have then established the following proposition:
Proposition 3.2. The sequence An ?-approaches a -subalgebra D if
and only if D D A D A?.
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In the next proposition we will establish the relationship between Lp-
and ?-convergence. We will need the following lemma:
Lemma 3.1. Let Ann2N be a sequence of -subalgebras such that
An
?!D. Then
Ef An − Ef D w! 0
for any f 2 L2A:
Proof. Let f and g be in L2A: Since An !D, by Lemma 1.3 we know
that
EEf DAn − Ef D L
pA! 0:
On the other hand, since An
?!D, by Lemma 2.3 we have that
E?DEgAn w! 0: So
lim
n!1Ef An − EEf DAn; g
D lim
n!1f; EgAn − Ef D; EgAn
D lim
n!1f; EgAn − EEgAnD
D lim
n!1f; E
?
DEgAn:
Thus
lim
n!1Ef An − Ef D; g
D lim
n!1
(Ef An − EEf DAn; g
C EEf DAn − Ef D; g
 D 0:
Proposition 3.3. Let Ann2N be a sequence of -subalgebras and p such
that 1  p < 1. Then An ?-approaches a -subalgebra D if and only if
Ef An converges in Lp. Furthermore, we have that
An
?!AD , Ef An L
pA!Ef D
for all f 2 LpA:
Proof. ) Assume An ?!D; and let f 2 L2A. Without loss of gen-
erality, we can assume f real. Then, by Lemmas 2.3 and 3.1,
lim
n!1Ef An − Ef D
2
2
D lim
n!1
(Ef An; Ef An − 2Ef An; Ef D
C Ef D; Ef D
D lim
n!1
(Ef An; f  − EEf AnD; f 
− Ef An; Ef D C Ef D; Ef D

D lim
n!1E
?
DEf An; f  C −Ef An C Ef D; Ef D D 0:
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The generalization to LpA is standard.
( It is well known (see, e.g., [5]) that if Ef An converges in Lp
for all f 2 LpA, it will do so to Ef D for some -algebra D. Let D 2 D
and define An D EDAn > 12. By the proof of Step 3 in Lemma 1.3
and by hypothesis,
1
2An4D D EDAn − D1 ! 0:
Thus D 2 A and hence D  A and An !D. On the other hand, let f 2
W (see Definition 2.2) and g 2 L2A. If Ank  is such that Ank − f
w! 0;
then
lim
k!1
g;Ef Ank − f  D limk!1g;Ef Ank − Ank  C g; Ank − f 
D lim
k!1
g;Ef Ank − EAnk Ank
D lim
k!1
EgAnk; f − Ank 
D lim
k!1
EgD; f − Ank  D 0:
Thus f is D-measurable, and since A? is the minimum with this property
A?  D. From Lemma 2.1 we conclude that An ?!D.
4. EXAMPLES
In this section we will give some examples that are relevant to the Lp-
continuity of conditional expectations. We begin by showing that it is possi-
ble to have an Lp-convergent sequence of -algebras which does not satisfy
the Fetter condition.
Example 4.1. Let  D 0; 1, let A be the Borel -subalgebra, and let
 be the measure on A defined by
A D
8>><>>:
1
2
C mA
2
if 0 2 A;
mA
2
if 0 =2 A;
where m is the Lebesgue measure. For each n let An D Z;; 0; 1=n;
1=n; 1: We then have A D Z; 0; 0; 1; and A D Z;: How-
ever, for f 2 L1A we have that the following limit holds almost every-
where and in Lp:
lim
n!1Ef An D limn!1
f; 0;1=n
1=2 C 1=2n0;1=n C
f; 1=n;1
1=2 − 1=2n1=n; 1
D 2f; 00 C 2f; 00; 1 D Ef A:
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Notice that Boylan’s distance in this case is dAn;Am D 21=n− 1=m
and thus Ann2N satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.
As shown in [5], it is also possible to have Lp-convergence of the con-
ditional expectations with the sequence of -subalgebras not being Cauchy–
Hausdorff.
Example 4.2. Let  D Q1iD1 Ii, A D Q1iD1 Bi, and  D Q1iD1mi; where,
for all i, Ii stands for the interval 0; 1, Bi for the Borel -algebra, and
mi for the Lebesgue measure. If An D
Qn
iD1 Bi 
Q1
iDnC1 B
0
i, where B
0 D
Z; Ii, the -subalgebras An increase to A and therefore the condition of
Theorem 1 is fulfilled. However, dAnC1;An D 12 for all n; thus Ann2N
cannot be a Cauchy sequence.
Lemma 1.4 could make us wonder whether A is always the -algebra
limit when the conditional expectations converge in Lp. This is not the
case. Indeed, Example 4.3 gives us a Cauchy–Hausdorff sequence that does
not -approach A.
Example 4.3. Let  D 0; 1, let A be the Borel -algebra, and let 
be the Lebesgue measure. Define the -subalgebras Ak; n as
Ak; n D

Z;;

k
2n
;
kC 1
2n

;

k
2n
;
kC 1
2n
c
;
where 0  k  2n − 1: Let rm be an enumeration of k; n such that if
rm D k; n then rmC1 D k C 1; n if k < 2n − 1 and rmC1 D 0; n C 1
if k D 2n − 1. Armm2N is then a Cauchy–Hausdorff sequence with limit
A D Z;. Thus the -subalgebra limit is A, which is clearly different
from A D A.
The next example shows a sequence of -subalgebras such that the con-
ditional expectations Lp-converge, but such that it does not satisfy the con-
ditions of either Theorems 1, 2, or 3.
Example 4.4. Let  D 0; 1, let A be the Borel -algebra, and let  be
the Lebesgue measure. For a given n, let us consider the natural partition
of  in subintervals of length 1=2n and let
A2n D Bn [ Cn;
A2nC1 D Bn [Dn;
with Bn being all the even subintervals contained in 0; 12 , Cn the ones
contained in  12 ; 1, and Dn the odd subintervals contained in  12 ; 1. That is,
Bn D
2n−1−1[
kD0

2k
2n
;
2kC 1
2n

; Cn D
2n−1−1[
kD2n−2

2k
2n
;
2kC 1
2n

;
Dn D
2n−1−1[
kD2n−2

2kC 1
2n
;
2kC 2
2n

:
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Let An D Z;;An;Acn. In this case Ef An L
pA!Ef A for each
f 2 LpA: We also have that Z; D A 6D A D Z;; 0; 1=2; 1=2; 1
and dA2n;A2nC1 D 12 . Thus it is not Cauchy–Hausdorff.
APPENDIX
We will prove that A is a complete -subalgebra.
(i) Since we can take An D Z for all n, it is easily seen that the
empty set is in A.
(ii) If A 2 A, there are An 2 An such that An4A ! 0. But
ACn 2 An and ACn4AC D An4A, thus AC 2 A.
(iii) Before we prove that the union of two elements of A is again
in A, let us first recall that if A;B;A0; B0   then we have that
A [ B4A0 [ B0  A4A0 [ B4B0:
Indeed,
A [ BnA0 [ B0 D A [ B \ A0C \ B0C
D A \A0C \ B0C [ B \A0C \ B0C
 A \A0C [ B \ B0C  AnA0 [ BnB0:
Let A;B 2 A. By definition, there are An;Bn 2 An such that
An4A ! 0 and Bn4B ! 0. By the above paragraph we then
have
An [ Bn4A [ B  An4A [ Bn4B
 An4A C Bn4B ! 0:
Thus, since An [ Bn 2 An, A [ B 2 A.
(iv) We have proven that A is an algebra. To prove that it is a -
subalgebra, we need to show that it is closed under the union of a countable
number of elements. Let Dr1rD1 be a sequence of elements of A. Define
Cr D Drn
Sr−1
sD1Ds and Fk D
Sk
rD1Dr D
Sk
rD1 Cr . Since A is an algebra,
Ck and Fk are in A. Thus, for each k, there is a sequence Akn, with
Akn 2 A, such that Akn4Fk ! 0 as n!1.
Let Nk be such that if n  Nk, Akn4Fk < 1=k. Without loss of
generality, we can assume that the Nk’s are monotone increasing. Define
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An D Akn if Nk  n < NkC1. We then have


An4
1[
rD1
Dr

D 

An4
1[
rD1
Cr

D 

An4
 k[
rD1
Cr

[
 1[
rDkC1
Cr

 An4Fk C 
 1[
rDkC1
Cr

 1
k
C
1X
rDkC1
Cr:
Since as n ! 1, k ! 1 and P1rD1 Cr D S1rD1 Cr  1 then
limn!1 An4
S1
rD1Dr D 0.
We have then proved that A is a -algebra. It is clear, by its definition,
that it is complete.
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